
Nissan Consult 3 Professional Diagnostic Tool 

 

Languages: English, Finnish, French, German, Russian, Greek, Italian, 

Japanese, Spanish, Chinese(Traditional), Chinese(simplified) 

Special  Function: Now consult 3 can do GTR,but it needs customers have 

GTR Card. 

Nissan Consult 3 VI Registert Password:  nissanconsult3 

OS Requirement:  Windows XP (SP2) or Windows XP (SP3). 

Functions: 

 

1.Swift Diagnosis and Swift Repairs Through Automated Operations 

The selection of CAN type as well as the identification of malfunction 

locations are completely automated, allowing CAN diagnosis to be done 17 

times faster than previous method where the diagnostics system needed to 

be supplemented by the service manuals. Repairs involving reprogramming 
of the in-vehicle computer can be completed 1.5 to 2.5 times faster with 

the new system. 

 

2.Automated Self-Diagnostics 

The system is able to perform accurate diagnosis without having to rely 

on the diagnostic skills of technical staff at the dealership.Increased 

efficiency in operations based on wireless technology. 

With wireless vehicle communication interface, it is possible to check 
the condition of the vehicle from either  inside or outside the vehicle. 

At dealerships in Japan, it is possible to access the Nissan network to 

retrieve both the maintenance technology data related to the diagnosis 

results and spot adequate information on service manual. The dealerships 

are also able to access their service database and refer to the vehicle’s 

maintenance history on the laptop PC. 

3.Capable of Handling Multiple Complex Defects 

The diagnostics tool is equipped with various functions including 

simultaneous self-diagnosis of an entire system, simultaneous data 

monitor for multiple systems, data recorder, and oscilloscope capability. 

4.Enhanced Data Management with Improved Laptop PC 

New features such as adoption of color-screen and large-screen monitor 

allow viewing of large amounts of information altogether for enhanced data 
management 



5.Map Data Update Function for Hard-Disk Navigation System 

Through high-speed data update system, it is possible to update map data 

in approximately 20 minutes with the new CARWINGS navigation system 

(hard-disk) equipped in the all-new Skyline and other future products. 

 

CONSULT:Computerized On-Board System Universal Tester. 

CONSULT introduced in 1989, 

CONSULT-II introduced in 1999. 

CONSULT-III is 3rd generation model. 

Communication distance: radius of 5m approx. 

 

Nissan Consult III FAQ: 

Q1: What does this item can do and can not do? 

A1:Nissan counsult III has two model.MI and VI,VI is for diagnose and MI 

is for waveforms test.Our nissan counsult III can realize the function 
of VI model but can not do MI model. 

 

Q2: Does this item have requirment on laptop? 

A2:No.Do not have specific requirment on laptop. 

 

Q3:Does it come with software? 

A3: Yes,it come with necessary software.it does not come with laptop in 

the package. 

 

Q4:Does nissan consult 3 need password when connecting bluetooth? 

A4:no ,it doesn't ,please refer to the instruction in software stating 

how to match the bluetooth. 

 


